




 

 

 
 
Injection Well Annulus Pressure Gage 
 

 There is a Rosemount digital pressure gage on the well head that measures Annulus 
pressure.  It shows up on the PLC Pannel as PIT-2000, but it does not ever show any 
pressure other than 0.0 psig.  I can read it manually at the well head and the digital 
display shows a pressure (Usually ranges from 0-8 psig).  We need the PLC Pannel to 
read the actual pressure.  Also, we would like the panel to display this as “Annulus”. 

 
Cost = $432.00 labor + travel expenses 

 
Trend Logging 
 

 Related to the log discussed above, we would like the system to maintain a trend log for 
all of those pressure gages. 

 We think the system is already maintaining a trend log of the totalizing meter volumes on 
each train but we would also like it to maintain a trend of the flow rates on both pump 
trains. 

 
Cost = $432.00 labor + travel expenses 

 
Pump Train Queuing 
 

 We use minimum and maximum brine tank levels to automate the pumps activating.  
Right now, the system is set up so that only one pump train is set to respond to the level 
sensors and the operator changes that manually on the PLC monthly so we exercise 
both trains.  I would like to enhance the programming so that: 

o High Level is reached and starts Lead Train  
o After 30 minutes, if the tanks are not drawn to the Low Level, Lag Train starts. 
o When Low Level is reached, both Trains stop. 
o When High Level is reached, I want the Lead Train to automatically alternate 

between Train 1 and Train 2 each cycle. 
o If either Train is inoperative or fails to start, the operable train becomes and 

remains Lead Train until operator re-sets the fault or “down for maintenance” 
conditions. 

 
Cost = $720.00 labor + travel expenses 
 

Total estimated cost of WO 2024-01 = $1,584.00 labor + travel expenses to/from Casper, WY 
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